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REScoop.eu is the federation of groups 
and cooperatives of citizens for renewable 
energy in Europe (now known in the 
EU’s Clean Energy Package as ‘citizens’ 
and ‘renewable’ energy communities). It 
supports citizens and communities that 
want to invest together directly – i.e. 
through ownership – in renewable energy, 
energy efficiency, and other technologies 
that decarbonise the energy system. 

REScoop.eu is a member of Cooperatives 
Europe, the organisation representing 
cooperatives at European level.

REScoops are citizens and renewable energy 
communities (often cooperatives) investing in 
producing, distributing, supplying renewable 
energy, as well as energy efficiency, flexibility, and 
e-mobility.

REScoops represent an alternative to traditional 
commercial energy companies. They are typified 
by  an open and voluntary participation, citizen 
ownership, democratic control, and a purpose 
to provide community (socio-economic, 
environmental) benefits rather than profits. 

REScoops help to create a stronger, healthier and 
less energy dependent, resilient community.

Europe’s energy transition: active 
energy citizens take ownership
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Citizens and local SMEs create, own and 
control REScoops. With their projects 
REScoop members secure economic 
benefits in their local community. The 
notion of ownership strengthens the 
ties and the responsibility of the local 
community towards the project’s success 
as well as the issues at stake for the energy 
transition.

REScoops allow citizens and communities to be 
involved and make decisions about their energy 
future. This entails strong acceptance and public 
support for renewable energy and other clean 
energy technologies like energy efficiency and 
flexibility. They work to diversify the energy supply 
by using local renewable energy sources, creating 
green sustainable jobs, boosting local growth and 
helping deliver long-term energy savings. 

With decentralised renewables production, 
REScoops contribute to socio-economic needs 
such as tackling energy poverty, contribute to a 
more efficient grid and drive energy efficiency. 
They also help in generating a more democratic 
system and energy market by empowering citizens 
to become more aware and involved.

Ensuring the energy transition 
benefits all citizens : Why? and 
how?



Implementing the EU’s Clean 
Energy for All Europeans 
Package: a fair transition to a 
clean, carbon-free energy system

Europe needs to shift from centralised 
fossil and nuclear energy to renewable 
energy: a transition to a sustainable, 
carbon-free, democratic energy system. 

The EU’s energy legal framework acknowledges 
and supports citizens energy communities as an 
essential component of the energy transition. Now 
comes the hard work  of implementation on the 
ground to fully unleash the meaningful role active 
energy citizens can play to tackle climate change.

Access to energy is a basic right - people depend 
on energy for heating, light and transport. 

As ‘common goods’, fair access to the benefits 
of renewable energy sources (wind, sun, water), 
energy efficiency and other clean energy 
technologies needs to be ensured for all citizens, 
including those that are vulnerable or energy poor.

To succeed, the energy transition needs to ensure 
fair distribution of costs between citizens, small 
businesses and large industry, acknowledging 
the value that active energy citizens bring to the 
system.

Citizens energy communities need to be 
guaranteed the right to participate across the 
energy market, based on equal and proportionate 
treatment, in order to provide a level playing field. 



REScoop.eu asks candidates and their 
political parties to agree with us that 
Europe needs to:

1 Ensure that citizens remain at the core of 
the Energy Union, and that they are able to 

actively participate on a level playing field across 
the market and benefit from Europe’s energy 
transition;

2 Guarantee new rights of citizens under the 
Clean Energy Package to produce, supply 

and consume renewable energy individually 
or together in a citizens energy community 
without being subject to discriminatory or 
disproportionate treatment;

3 Encourage the role of citizens energy 
communities in reducing overall energy 

consumption through energy savings and a 
commitment to the efficiency first principle;

4 Involve citizens and energy communities in 
the development and implementation of EU, 

national and local decarbonisation strategies;

5 Ensure a fair energy transition, maintaining 
solidarity with citizens that are tenants, 

vulnerable, energy poor, and that live in rural, 
island and peripheral regions, so that no one is 
left behind in the energy transition ; 

Priorities of REScoop.eu
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6 Take steps to transition away from fossil and 
nuclear energy, reduce its dependence on 

imports, and put an end to subsidies for fossil fuel 
and nuclear energy;

7 Ensure that renewable energy communities 
have a bike-lane so they can participate in 

support schemes for renewable energy;

8 Reinforce recognition in EU policy of citizens 
energy communities as a different type 

of market actor whose aim is to provide social 
innovation (socio-economic and environmental 
benefits) for the energy transition, rather than 
profits;

9 Promote collaboration - including 
partnerships - between local authorities, 

businesses and cooperatives, which will support 
the local economy, sustainable growth and 
employment;

10  Ensure that the new European Budget
provides transparency and ensures SMEs 

and local authorities have fair access to finance, 
including loans, European guarantees, and funds 
to support research and innovation projects.

(c) Community Energy England



We want to help Europe 
overcome its needs 

We promote a cooperative and decentralised 
approach to the energy transition, one that 
gives the means to citizens to produce, 
distribute and consume their own sustainable 
energy and to invest together in renewable 
energy sources, energy efficiency, e-mobility, 
flexibility, etc.

We are ready and looking forward to cooperate 
on the design and implementation of measures 
for a more sustainable and democratic energy 
market that values citizen and community 
involvement. 

Contact us

REScoop.eu openly asks all candidates to 
approach us to discuss and engage in working 
together towards pursing these goals. 

Candidates and Parties can contact and talk to 
REScoop.eu’s advocacy officer Josh Roberts.

Email: josh.roberts@rescoop.eu
Phone: +32 493 400 933

www.rescoop.eu
 @rescoop.eu


